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“He’s been with T.W.U. for the longest,” she said. “He knows our issues. He’s like a fixture here. He knows how 
important it is for us to receive funding, and he knows the history of transportation in the city.” - Sharase DeBouse, of 

Local 100’s Political Action Unit  

Transport Workers Union Local 100 Endorses Arthur Schwartz for City Council  
 
New York, NY - Transport Workers Union Local 100, New York’s Public Transit Union, has endorsed Arthur 
Schwartz for City Council in District 3. In the City's subway lines, Local 100 represents virtually all 
employees including those who operate trains, maintain the trains and tracks, staff the token booths, 
clean platforms and subway cars, and service and repair mechanical equipment such as elevators and 
escalators. Local 100 represents most of the men and women who drive and maintain public buses in New 
York City under the umbrellas of MaBSTOA in Manhattan and the Bronx, NYC Transit Surface Division in 
Brooklyn, and MTA Bus in Queens and the Bronx.  
 
TWU 100 also represents workers at other private transportation firms. Among these are members at 
Liberty Lines, providing commuter transportation in Westchester, Waterways, servicing New York 
Waterways ferry passengers, First Transit, where members schedule paratransit service, and several 
school bus companies. The union represents 41,000 workers in New York City public transportation, 
including all subway train operators and bus drivers, maintenance workers and several airlines around 
the country.  
 
In addition to his strong community advocacy record, Schwartz has a long proven record of challenging the 
MTA, Port Authority of NY and NJ and other NYC governing authorities that have consistently ignored public 
concerns around the complex transportation issues in the largest city in the U.S. In fact, right now the MTA 
is in the process of holding public hearings on potential toll and fare hikes, something Schwartz strongly 
spoke out against at the first of the MTA's public hearings on this matter on December 1, 2020 - calling for a 
return to the suspended collection of fares on buses for the next six months as a measure to help struggling 
New Yorkers in the midst of a devastating pandemic and public health crisis that has left many working 
families struggling to get by.  

 
"Public transportation makes New York City possible. But, our system is crumbling and increasingly unreliable and, 

when the subways and buses don’t run on time, we all lose. We are not investing enough into our transportation, and 

without adequate funding, this means that costs are passed off onto riders. No one should have to be forced to pay 

more for worse service. Everyone should be able to access public transportation, and eliminating bus fares through an 

infusion of funding is an important step towards that. MTA ridership has decreased dramatically since the start of the 

Covid-19 pandemic. The fact that the MTA is discussing increasing tolls and fares is unacceptable in the midst of a 

pandemic where many working families are struggling to get by as it is." says Schwartz. “Before Bloomberg, the city put 

$700 million a year into the New York City Transit Authority. The state used to match this. When the state stopped 

putting it into the operating budget, that’s when the fares shot up. So now, much of the transit operating budget has 

become dependent on fares. That’s why I’m saying the city and state should put $1 billion each into the operating 

budget. Public transportation makes New York City possible. But, our system is crumbling and increasingly unreliable 

and, when the subways and buses don’t run on time, we all lose. We are not investing enough into our transportation, 

and without adequate funding, this means that costs are passed off onto riders. No one should have to be forced to pay 

more for worse service."  

 



As a candidate for City Council in District 3, Schwartz's public transportation platform includes calling on 
the city to invest at least $1 billion dollars a year into the MTA's operating budget, and putting pressure 
on lawmakers in Albany to match that with an additional $1 billion dollars, in order to make buses free 
and reduce subway fares. 
Policy platform, candidate background, volunteer and contribution opportunities can be found on the 
candidate’s website: www.arthurfornyc.com  

 
###  

 
Ever since advocating against the Vietnam War in high school, Arthur has been an activist working within movements to bring justice to workers, 

families, and communities. Arthur stood for his values and helped movements win real change as a lawyer for labor unions, civil rights, and 

tenant's rights for more than four decades in New York City. He has also represented movement organizations, progressive candidates, and 

community groups, helping them grow stronger and win change. In District 3, Arthur has been a community leader for more than three decades, 

fighting for better parks and playgrounds, local hospitals, and more. He’s served as a District Leader, State Committee Member, and Community 

Board 2 Member.  

Now more than ever, our city needs leaders rooted in their communities that have proven track records of fighting for justice and winning. Arthur 

is running for City Council because he has a proven record and has what it takes to get things done. --  

Jason Coniglione - Campaign Manager  

228-223-0951 (cell)  

Arthur Schwartz - Candidate for City Council District 3  

 

Donate to Arthur's campaign here. Contributions from NYC residents are matched $8-to-1! 


